


IS YOUR CAMERA SAFE ?



More and more privacy disclosure news 

is alerting us about the security



D3D ’Five Measures



Platform User 

Measure I： Dual debugging authorizations 

from platform and user achieves safety control

Currently, others are all applying single authorization from Platform only 



Significance ： Anybody is not able to enter the device background even 

Though he got singly authorization of platform or user with special means, 

Which ensures the safety of user privacy effectively.



Technical Principle

User himself is the subject to control the device01

Only with dual authorizations from both Platform and 
User simultaneously, can the scheduler debug the device

02

The platform do not have any super password, it is impossible to 

enter the system background without user’s authorization
03



Practical Proof

Once user lost his account & pw, 

D3D also cannot retrieve for user



Measure II: Devices are equipped with 1024-bit bank

level RSA encryption certificate



Significance ： Let the user certainly control his device 



Technical Principle

The security design logic of our product control principal is that the 

one who owns the device can control it, rather than being controlled 

by the platform. Because of the built-in 1024-bit bank level RSA 
encryption certificate, the device controls its safety by itself. 

01

RSA encryption algorithm is an asymmetric encryption algorithm, 

which is one of the best public key schemes and has been well 

verified in security.

02



1024-bit bank level RSA encryption certificate have been widely

applied in banks and block chain field

Practical Application



Measure III: ：Platform, device and APP all adopt the 

bidirectional dynamic key request authentication mechanism



Significance ： It is impossible to acquire user privacy 

information even one of them has been attacked



Technical Principle

Integrally design the device, platform and APP to implement the 
dynamic key request authentication among the three parts01

The command issued by the platform only be effective when it 

meets the security authentication of the device itself02

Every secret key will be invalid after every request since it 
is dynamically changed

03



Banks and big Internet companies 

mostly use dynamic key security protection

Practical Application



Measure V: Data https certificate encryption



Significance ： Compared http, https can achieve 3 purpose -

encapsulating encryption, preventing tampering and replacing and 

preventing identity impersonation



Technical Principle

01

02

03

Encapsulating encryption : making sure the content will not be viewed by the 

third-party during the transmission. Just like the courier encapsulated the parcel when 

deliver goods, nobody will know what it is inside the parcel.

Preventing tampering and replacing ： discovering the transmission content that 

has been tampered by the third-party in time. Just as the courier is likely to replace the 

parcel although he doesnt know what it is inside. Data completeness means that if 

there is anything tampered or replaced, we could detect easily and reject.

Preventing identity impersonation： making sure the data arrive to the 

destination where the user expected. Just as when we delivery parcel, although 

it is an encapsulated and complete parcel, it must be assured that this parcel 

will not be sent to the wrong place.



Practical Application

At present, Internet giants such as Google, Microsoft

are  all applying https certificate encryption. 



Measure IV ： Serious user behavior safety protection



Significance ：Prevent the leakage of passwords  

due to the user's own operations



01

02

03

Double password protection ：Users should set up the account password and 

device password, more secure. 

Password mandatory changing system：Users have to modify the 

the password when add a device, prevent security problems caused by 

user's initial password.

Complex password protection ：Account password and device 

password both have to consist of more than eight letters and number, 

prevents security problems caused by users setting simple passwords.

Technical Principle



Thank you ~ 

Please note D3D use third party solution provider &  manufacturer partners. Any data transmitted to third party solution is out of D3D terms and condition and conditions.

For full details on the D3D Controls privacy policy please visit https://www.d3dsecurity.com/privacy-policy


